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Ford Hall -





ITHACA COLLEGE CONCERT BAND 
Mark Fonder, conductor · 
"Transf onr,ations ". 
March No. 1 in F (1809) 
Geschwindmaisch by Beethoven (1946) 




Lincolnshire Posy ( 19 3 7) · 
. Lisbon 
Horkstow Grange 
Rufford Park Poachers 
The Brisk Young Sµ:ilor 
Lord Melbourne 
The Lost Lady Found 
" Percy Aldridge Grainger 
. (1882-1961) 
INTERMISSION . 
Black Nightshade (2004) _ Daria Wilson 
Concerto .for Four Percussionists and Wind.Symphony (b.1946) 
. . . . 
A,lison Hannah, Kaye Sevier, ColJeen Clark, 
Jason E. Taylor, percussionists · 
' -· ··, 
Propagula ( 19 7 3) 





Rescored-by ·William .A. Schaefer 
-About The Program 
Music can be transformed in many ways and tonight's program offers 
interesting makeovers, changes, and alterations by the composer or the 
arranger. 
In borrowing from Beethoven's March.in F, Hindemith.begins by quoting 
variants of his predecessor's melody, phrase by phrase. After a change to 
triple meter and a considerably' transformed 'presentation of the theme, the 
·.scoring gradually increases and the movement ends with a full ensemble.
The performance of Beethoven's original march for winds (this is the
original instrui;rientation) and Hindemith's paraphrase is performed tonight
as a'set to al\ow the listener to compare the original with the
transformation.
Grainger's own description pf Lincolnshire,Posy is "a bunch of musical 
wildflowers" pased on folk songs he collected in Lincolnshire, England in 
1905-06. Grainger rE;tained the original flavor of the folk songs by,strictly 
observing the peculiarities o( performance by these "n.+ral warblers." Masterful-orchestration and primitive techniques such as parallelism and 
;'free time" contribute to making this work a cornerstone i� the wind band 
r�pertoire. 
Dana Wilson states that the primary motivation in writing this piece was 
"to feature an exciting, yet often unsung,. family of the wind ensemble." 
Starting from the dark with the light gradually intensifying, the piece is a 
jazz-inflected, flinty conversation among the percussionists and between 
them and the winds. The composer is a professor of composition at Ithaca 
College and has been commissioned and performed by such diverse 
ensembles as the Chicago'Chamber Musicians, Detroit Chamber Winds, 
Buffak> PhHharmonic, Voices of Change and the Netherlands Wind 
Ensemble. 
Propagula is a botanic�} term that refers to the propagative parts of a plant, 
such as the buds or shoots. , In this composition, the musical "buds" 
·introduced in the opening section serve to spawn all of melodic ideas that
follow, . The piece may be desi;ribed as a set of free variations consisting pf
eight sections with contrasting moods: theme, march, ,waltz, dirge, scherzo,
fanfare, chorale and fugue. The composer was born in San Francisco and
was a student of Da!ius Milhaud and Roger Sessions.
Rossini's relationship with the wind band was.fleeting but research reveals 
some interest. During the summer of 1867 he was asked-to judge,the 
military bands of Europe in an.attempt to name th,e world's. best; however he 
was not able to complete the task due to failing health. This work_ was a 
gift of thanks from Rossini as the recipient cif the Cavalier Great Cross of the 
Order of the Italian Crown .. It was an honor he entertained with understated 
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Diana Dodd . 





, Tracy Kirschner 
Timpani 
Jason E. Taylor . 
Percussion 
Alison Hannah 
Jason Hunt 
Kaye Sevier 
Colleen Clark 
Nathan Guerin 
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